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The practice of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is made even more accessible in

this fun, easy-to-understand, and illustrated companion to The Happiness Trap There’s this

idea going around that we’re always supposed to be happy—and it’s making us miserable. The

good news is, if you can learn to let go of that impossible expectation, your life will be a whole

lot happier. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a simple, self-administered therapy

that uses mindfulness to enable you to do just that.In this follow-up to his bestselling The

Happiness Trap, Russ Harris shows how you, like millions of other people, can use ACT to

start living a life that’s far richer, fuller, and more meaningful. You will learn how ACT can help

you:• Reduce stress and worry• Handle painful feelings and thoughts more effectively• Break

self-defeating habits• Overcome insecurity and self-doubt• Recognize and treasure the whole

range of emotions that make up a satisfying life



ABOUT THE BOOKThere’s this idea going around that we’re always supposed to be happy—

and it’s making us miserable. The good news is, if you can learn to let go of that impossible

expectation, your life will be a whole lot happier. Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)

is a simple, self-administered therapy that uses mindfulness to enable you to do just that. This

fun, illustrated guide to the method that’s made life better for millions is the easiest way yet to

learn how to escape the happiness trap and start living a life that’s more rewarding, more

meaningful—and happier.With ACT you’ll learn to:Reduce stress and worryHandle painful

feelings and thoughts more effectivelyBreak self-defeating habitsOvercome insecurity and self-

doubtRecognize and treasure the whole range of emotions that make up a satisfying lifeDr.

RUSS HARRIS is a physician, therapist, and speaker specializing in stress management. He

travels nationally and internationally to train individuals and health professionals in the

techniques of ACT. Born and educated in England, he now lives in Australia. For more

information, visit actmindfully.com.au.

Visit us online atto receive news and special offers from Shambhala Publications.
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Felicia Bergman, “Pleasantly surprised. I'll be honest, when I first ordered the illustrated

version I thought it would include a good deal of text along with comics or images to break up

the concepts. When I received it, and took a look and realized that it is ALL illustrated, I almost

returned it. Then, I gave it a shot and started reading it. I LOVE this book! It is quirky and a bit

charming, the language is VERY understandable and not so psycho-babble -ish. I recommend

it for anyone struggling with depression, anxiety, perfectionism, or who believes CBT is the only

way to make changes in life. Ps. I'm a therapist who will use excerpts of this book with my

clients as well!”

CJ, “Perfect for everyone. I’m a clinical psychology trainee, and I use ACT all the time. Problem

starts when some of my clients don’t have the advanced knowledge or the necessary

comprehension to read a chapter book. I use this book in practice, for my own self/compassion

and recommend to family and friends struggling. If you buy any self-help book, buy this one.”

Livingandlearning, “Just buy it. Just buy the book and read it. I like the illustrated version

because it gets to the point quickly. A psychiatrist recommended this book to an acquaintance

who didn’t want to buy it. I bought one as a gift and one for myself. Wish I had read this book

when I was a kid.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Highly recommend! Life saver. Although I won’t be reading the entire

book since it’s for my boyfriend, I read a few pages and this illustrated version of the book is a

fantastic idea for visual learners or for people who don’t read much. Definitely recommending

this for people who are struggling with happiness in their lives or trying to find who they are”

Jasmine Kettledon, “Keeps attention but lacks details. Great for people with shorter attention

spands. But I didn't feel like I got the detailed explanations I was looking for. By the end I

understood what the book was teaching, but I didn't understand it at first because it was over

simplified.”

HHDRM, “This is funny and touches the heart of those of us who .... This is funny and touches

the heart of those of us who experience constant negative internal chatter that saps our energy

and fullness of life. I've read quite a bit about depression and happiness, and this is the first

book that has gotten through strongly to me that pursuing happiness is a cause of

unhappiness. I've used many of the exercises and suggestions to enhance the practice of

mindfulness that I started based on another book; each book helps me out in a different and



complementary way.”

Rapid Reader, “Quick ACT guide. A good self help book for people that hate self-help books.

None of the fluff but still gets the point across and has easy to complete exercises. It can be a

quick practitioner's guide or refresher.”

Hannah May, “easy to follow and non-patronising and gives you tools to .... If you're struggling

with difficult moods or depression this little illustrated version of the longer book is just the thing

to begin to break the cycle. It's clear, easy to follow and non-patronising and gives you tools to

help yourself no matter how little energy or motivation you may have even at your lowest points.”

Mags, “An excellent easy to understand illustrated serious but comical book. An excellent easy

to understand illustrated serious but comical book. You can so see yourself on every page. A

very good every day pocket tool to have :-)”

P H COLLINS, “Perfection. Perfect in all ways”

J. McClean, “a brilliant little gem. the material is really helpful and practical and it is written with

a series of cartoons - which, far from putting me off, I found immediately engaging.”

The book by Russ Harris has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,031 people have provided feedback.
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